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We continue to search for ways to help you make sense of this DNA science.  Your investment 
does not work for you until that happens.  Send questions or concerns anytime. 
 
 
Our FTDNA Website  and Y-DNA 
Having trouble getting from that string of numbers on your Y-DNA results to your 
ancestors?  Wondering what all those numbers mean? This month a webpage has been 
added to the <Background> tab on the Dalton America home page to help with those 
two questions.  We explain how those numbers are converted into a real live (or once 
so) ancestor and how a family group affiliation can assist in your finding your unknown 
ancestors.  Learn how the interpretation of Y-DNA results is tied to the number of 
people who join our family group. 
 
Click on <How do Y-DNA results tell me about my ancestors?> on the BACKGROUND 
tab at https://www.familytreedna.com/groups/dalton/ or just go to 
https://daltondna.site/BkTell.html 
 
 
Y-DNA 
Definition:  “STR” -  A short DNA pattern repeated unchanged.  Example:  ATGC repeated 
eleven times would give the marker a value or “allele” of 11. 
 
 
 
mtDNA - Mitochondrial 
Both men and women can benefit from mtDNA testing because both received Mitochondrial 
from their mother.  mtDNA testing, which traces the maternal line, is the partner to Y-DNA 
testing, which traces the paternal line.   
 
Two Mitochondrial DNA tests are available.  One is “DNA Sequencing”  which examines all or a 
sequenced section of the entire mtDNA genome.  The entire sequence of the genome contains 
16,569 base pairs.   
 
The other mtDNA testing, known as “SNP” (Snip Testing) checks 1,143 base pairs in the HVR 1 
and 2 regions [see the previous newsletter for ‘regions’].  Like Y-DNA, mtDNA matches define 
close relationships, and differences indicate distant or unrelated family. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Family Finder 
 

The chart above identifies the different information that comes from the various DNA 
tests.  When you need help in filling out the unshaded portion of this chart, Family 
Finder is what you need to purchase.  Below the fan chart, see the color codes. 
 
Download a fan tree, fill in your family and in future months we will provide an 
explanation of how to use Family Finder to fill it out. 
 
The chart used here was downloaded from FamilyTreeTemplates.net. 
 
 
____________________________________ 
Next Issue:  Matches - How to encourage replies and how to put the matches to good use. 


